The Streets of Brentwood
2485 Sand Creek Rd . #128 . Brentwood, CA 94513
Carol@DeltaGallery.com 925-516-5935 cneilaligon@comcast.net.
Register On-line @ www.DeltaGallery.com

KID’S Water Mixable OIL Painting
FEE: $45 Per Workshop (Materials Included)

Instructor: Carol N. Ligon

FRIDAY FUN WORKSHOPS for KIDS Ages 9-TEEN—The workshops are
intended to inspire KIDS to grab their toolboxes and get busy and paint. As
the students create ART, they paint through a process, allowing their artistic
expressions to display in a natural way. These experiences will help to
develop each child’s own emerging style of painting.

FEBRUARY 16 AFTER SCHOOL (3:30–5:00 p.m.)
—Expressive FLOWER ART & Surprise GARDEN

This workshop encourages students to paint using expressive FLOWER
ART, with shapes, forms, and patterns, while creating Surprise Gardens.
Create FUN and let the magic unfold. BUDDING FUN!

MARCH 23 SPRING BREAK (12:30-2:00 p.m.)
—POP ART & COLORFUL Designs

This workshop is an introduction to BRITTO ART and encourages
students to imagine and explore COLOR, while learning to build their color
connections throughout the painting. Students will learn how to showcase
their painting with designs and color selection, underpainting and layering
of paint. PAINT WHIMSICAL—IT’S FUN!
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APRIL 27 AFTER SCHOOL (3:30—5:00 p.m.)
—PET ART & Charming CREATURES

This workshop encourages students to imagine, dream, create and paint an adorable PET or CREATURE of
their choosing. Students will embrace several aspects of ART Education—including imaginative involvement
with the composition; working through the creative process; and developing competence with painting
techniques. EXPRESSIVE FUN!

MAY 25 AFTER SCHOOL (3:30—5:00 p.m.)
—POP ART & Celebration of your CREATIVE SELF

This workshop encourages students to work with techniques to create their own style of
Whimsical Faces, using shape and form. As a foundational skill for each student artist—they will plot all of the
circular shapes—from the ‘apples of the cheek, to the chin, eyeballs, tip of nose and nostrils. Creating a 3-D
sphere on canvas, will allow the ‘face’ painting to take on new life. PAINT HAPPY—IT’S FUN!
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